GOOGLE CLOUD VM MIGRATION
Build your cloud foundation and meet your business objectives through
VM Migration - the faster, less complex entry to cloud

2nd Watch Cloud VM Migration brings you from on premise or cloud virtual machines to Google Cloud
optimized for performance, scale and security without business interruptions.
Our migration methodology reduces the complexity within IT operations and provides a comprehensive
set of services and tools to assess, design, and migrate either entire data centers or individual workloads
to the public cloud. Our services include a predictable schedule and reliable OpEx forecast that come
from our unique combination of proven methodologies, certified experts, and patent-pending tools.

GOOGLE CLOUD VM MIGRATION INCLUDES

Assessment of Existing
On-Premise or Cloud
Landscape
Whether your workloads are
on premise today or already
in the cloud, we’ll assess
your existing applications,
tools and technology, and
organization to prepare you
fully for the migration effort.
Our assessment includes indepth workshops conducted
by our certified architects
and engineers, a full analysis
of cost of ownership, and a
resource optimization plan
to keep your cloud spend on
target.

Design and Build of
Cloud Foundation

Migrating Virtual Machines
(VM) to Cloud

Optimization of Cloud
Workloads

Our broad cloud experience
empowers you to identify and
create your infrastructure
modernization roadmap and
plan, design an account billing
structure, build in identity
and access management,
establish security policies,
and identify networking
needs. Working with you,
we design and build your
full cloud foundational
architecture and develop a
clear migration schedule for
moving your workloads to
cloud.

Migrating your applications
to cloud includes a migration
schedule, capturing and
transporting your workloads
and data, and post-launch
configuration. Our team
supports your organization in
all phases of cutover and post
migration usability testing.

Our team supports your
organization in determining
a strategy for redesigning
legacy application
architectures to work better
with cloud native services.
We spend time reviewing
necessary cost data for postmigration rightsizing and cost
management.

GET STARTED
With Google Cloud, you can leverage Automated Rightsizing and Sustained Use Discounts to save an average 60% compared
to other clouds. Visit offers.2ndwatch.com/google-cloud-vm-migration-get-started to unlock the benefits of migrating VM-based
enterprise workloads with Google Cloud and 2nd Watch.
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